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About This Game

Take a fantastical journey across the kingdom in this beautiful new Solitaire adventure! Travel across an ancient land rebuilding
epic castles of old.

Over 200 levels in all, plus many Solitaire variants including Klondike, Spider, Freecell, Pyramid, and more! Dozens of unique
game play variations mix up the classic Solitaire such as locked and frozen cards, obstacles to remove like vines and wax seals,

and many power-ups like wild cards, jokers, and shuffles.

Search every last level for gems and coins to purchase new castle upgrades and power-ups. Jewel Match Solitaire is the ultimate
relaxing Solitaire game!

Features:

 200 Solitaire levels!

 12 variants such as Klondike, Spider, Freecell and Pyramid Solitaire.

 5 beautiful castles to build and set them as desktop wallpapers!

 Tons of gameplay variations and power-ups.
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 3 different playmodes: relaxed, normal, hard.

 Dozens of trophies to achieve.

 Choose from several card decks.

 Beautifully relaxing soundtrack.
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Title: Jewel Match Solitaire
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Suricate Software
Publisher:
Grey Alien Games
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018
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I am not sure what to say about this one folks. I liked the game from start to finish... in under an hour. Games like this one that
have a large selection of guns and perks, (roguelikes), Live and die on the feeling of just-one-more-try-ness that they provide,
and i was already getting that special feeling when all of a sudden the game credits rolled in victory. maybe i got lucky, and
others will have a longer experience. It is strange to think that if i had only died on that last boss instead of killing it i would
have left with a far more positive view on the game not knowing how many runs i might expect to have. bottom line, it was too
short for me.. FINALLY. I've been able to buy this game... And i love it! It might need even more randomness! But when is
there enough randomness? Great job!. I'm not a fan of fantasy games, but this one is good.
There is a lot of stuff to do here, from managing cities under your control to discovering dungeons and relics.
Shadow Magic also comes with a random map generator, a campaign and a custom campaign generator.
This game is more complex than I thought: in fact, I had to go through all the tutorial scenarios.

Edit:
I cannot believe how good this game is.
I've put a fair amount of hours into it (offline) and I can tell you, without any hesitation, that Shadow Magic is one of the best
games ever made.
The atmosphere is sublime, the random map generator is perfect (every single scenario will feel totally different), the AI plays
incredibly well (and cheats a lot) and it is ready to exchange spells or forge alliances.
You have to carefully plan every single move, otherwise you will be destroyed. This is not a game you can play casually at
harder difficulties (king or emperor).

Buy Shadow Magic immediately if you're looking for a deep strategy game.. This game has a lot of content cards, abilities,
playstiles and mechanics, that makes it interesting but these are minimal or not at all explained which makes it really hard to get
into it - at some point I just lost every fight and had no money to get new cards....

I imaghine this is really a good card game, there are nearly no restrictions to what you can play and I bet if you think deep into
the theory you can craft many great decks out of it. But again this will take a long time.

In the campaing or versus duels you will win by sure chance, some cards are just crazy good and hard to fight against. Have
them on your hand you win. Are they against you you probably lose. Especially as it seams you can't swap out cards. Play a
direct damage card vs an enemy with nearly no damage and wait until you win 2 rounds later.. cute and oddly profound. highly
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recommend. A fun puzzle(-ish) game! Excellent ambient soundtrack and gameplay that really does reward taking it slow and
figuring out how to approach each stage. I cannot hate anything that's effectively catering to my love of clever thinking-man's
titles.. This game...
This game.. First review yay!

This is a pretty original game concept which doesn't has as much attention as it should of and I do like the idea of the game. The
gameplay is fun and challenging and is similar to other hardcore platformers: Super meat boy and n++

In this game you're a red square with eyes (we should name him Frank) and you have to get to the goal (green), but in the way
are objects: grill, walls, lava and more that you can't pass without switching the dimension. When you press Z you are in a
altered dimension where one or two to the whole level is altered. There are various mechanics when you are playing the levels:
lasers and one-way blocks. The blocks can make a confusing puzzle or a insane challenge. There is 90 levels to explore. There is
even a whole entire level editor and a workshop to explore (It's pretty insane).

Once you beat all of the levels (or not I don't control your life), there are stars that are quite difficult. The postitions of the stars
are in places that can make you think, complete the level again or generally challenge you. For the times for me it feels like you
need to be pixel perfect on some of them (but of course you don't have to).

Overall this is a amazing game which is definitely worth the \u00a36.99 (\u00a39.99 for anywhere else)
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queued for 8 days straight with no matches. doesnt even go all the way with the uncensored patch smh my head. You click on
anime girls' heads as quickly as you can before the timer runs out, whilst you listen to music that makes you want to shoot
yourself.
That's it.

Took me 6 minutes to finish it.. the game is super good recommend it for who loves attack on titan and if you get a lot of good
things in the game its make the game more fun and the movement is so good. it was worth the money.. Easy to use, small
download, stable and works well.
Free trial version available on the developers web site.

will take almost any video but also comes with correction presets for all the popular brands of action cameras and their generic
clones and you can easily create profiles for any camera and lens you use. (Built-in profiles listed at the end of the review).

As there are a lack of reviews for this little app I thought I'd add my two-cents.
Probably best right away to answer the three obvious questions:

1. Why would you want this when you can get free video tools which do the same?
2. Do you lose quality?
3. Why use a fisheye in the first place?

1. Why buy it at all?
eg. If you use a GoPro they have their own dedicated app. There is a vast difference in the fisheye effect between the hero2 and
3, and until they and the other makers come to their senses and include the fisheye correction apps in-camera for some people
it's still easier to pick up one pocket-change app like this on steam than download various other apps and plugins for Vegas or
Adobe or whatever video editing suite you use.

2. Does it distort?
Yes, and No. It alters the video you put in, but that video has already been distorted into a fisheye which makes it a hard one to
answer. its like asking someone if he still beats his wife, whatever answer he gives is going to sound dubious.
Just look on it as swapping one type of distortion for another and getting the choice of the one which you like the best (or which
is the least distracting).

For example Take a look at any panned video image on in a real TV programme, discovery channel make huge use of fisheye
action cameras, half the time the edges have been corrected in the same way this programme works, but you barely noticed at all
because you were looking in the centre. If that had been a rounded fisheye it would have distracted you from what was going on
in the centre at first. That's about all there is to it. If you do notice the blurry edge at all, it's far less distracting than the fisheye
effect.

3. Why use a fisheye lens at all?
Soon there will be some troll, usually the one leaving a thumbs down as a negative review of a review (the irony of that) asking
us all why we use fisheye lenses in the first place. On behalf of all of us who do use action cameras with fisheye lenses, I think
I'm speaking for us all in saying get a life, there is nothing for you here. If you don't know why you sometimes need fisheye
correction, then why are you reading a review about a fisheye correction app anyway? If you have popped in to troll us for
buying an app that other various apps do for free, may I refer you to the the previous two paragraphs above, indicating that the
review is for helping people decide whether the software is any good, and not inviting judgement of our video equipment
choices, which you probably haven't read anyway, before you jog on.

Built-in profiles currently include: GoPro Hero3, Hero3+, Hero4 & Hero4 Session, Hero5 Black & Hero5 Session, Sony HDR-
AS100V, HDR-AS50, HDR-CX220, FDR-X1000V, Drift HD Ghost, SJCAM SJ4000 & SJ 5000, DJI Phantom 3 & Zenmuse
X3, Garmin VIRB, Parrot Bebop 2, Rollei 6S, Rollei 410, Zoom Q8, GitUp Git2, Mobius ActionCam (lenses A, C2), Yi 4K..
ive been searching for this game for 6 years after playing the demo and i forgot all about it

Listen to DJ Unreal's Stereowave Music Festival set!:
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DJ Unreal shared with us his set from Stereowave -- and now you can relive the beach life whenever you want!

https://www.mixcloud.com/unrealdj/unrealdj-stereowave-live-in-sansar-05-04-2019/. Beat Saber – 1st anniversary!:
�� Today it's exactly 1 year since the Beat Saber PC release! What a year!

To celebrate this special day, we're sharing with you Beat Saber Origins – the build from November 2016 – one of the very first
builds developed by Split & Lokiman.

Get the build here >> http://beatsaber.com/origins/

Happy b-day to us and thank you to everyone who supported us! ��
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. Twitch Integration!:

Stream viewers can now join the game!. The Call is here!:
The Call is finally here! Buy it now and enjoy the horror experience!
Also we did a release trailer!
Check it out:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHI-Fen-jXE
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Steam group:
https://steamcommunity.com/groups/GreyRealityStudios. R9 -- Key re-mapping and bug squashing:
Creatifriends!

Happy new year! It's time for R9. Since we took the holidays off, this is going to be on the lighter side as far as releases go.
There's only one new feature -- though it's an often requested one -- key re-mapping.

But there are also a bunch of improvements and bug fixes. For example, one improvement, suggested by the community:
visitors will no longer be harmed by mobs. In fact, most of the additions and fixes in this update came from player suggestions
and bug reports. We really do appreciate all the help you guys give us. Keep it coming! Our forums are this way.

Here are the release notes...

New Features and Content
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